Abstract-This paper presents a learning approach for wafer temperature control in a rapid thermal processing system (RTP). RTP is very important for semiconductor processing system and requires an accurate trajectory following. Numerous studies have addressed this problem and most research on this problem requires exact knowledge of the system dynamics. The various approaches do not guarantee the desired performance in practical applications when there exist some modeling errors between the model and the actual system. In this paper, iterative learning control scheme is applied to RTP without exact information on the dynamics. The learning gain of the iterative learning law is estimated by neural networks instead of a mathematical model. In addition, the control informations obtained by the iterative learning controller (ILC) are accumulated in the feedforward neuro controller (FNC) for generalization to various reference profiles. Through numerical simulations, it is demonstrated that the proposed method can achieve an accurate output tracking even without an exact RTP model. The output errors decrease rapidly through iterations when using the learning gain estimated and the FNC yields a reduced initial error, and so requires small iterations.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
APID thermal processing system (RTP) is very important for flexible manufacturing in semiconductor wafer fabrication processes such as annealing, oxidation, chemical vapor deposition, etc. It has several advantages compared to conventional furnaces. First, it processes the wafers in the same configuration because it deals with a single wafer at a time. Second, it saves thermal processing costs, processes several jobs in one chamber within a few minutes, and accomplishes minimal dopant redistribution because it processes the wafers at a high temperature for a very short time [1] . The RTP system needs to maintain a uniform temperature across the wafer and to provide accurate tracking to a given reference profile [2] - [6] .
Norman [2] showed how an RTP system with multiple independently controllable lamps could be used to ensure wafer temperature uniformity and temperature trajectory tracking. By using linear programming techniques, he formulated and solved the problem of minimizing the worst error in the wafer tem-perature profile at a steady state and in transient state. Since this method is based on exact mathematical modeling, the performance may not be applicable in a real system in the presence of modeling errors between the actual RTP system and the mathematical thermal model. Schaper et al. [7] suggested a controller that combined feedback, feedforward, and gain-scheduling mechanisms. In particular, the feedback mechanism was used to compensate for modeling errors and disturbances. The feedback controller can significantly reduce the tracking error arising from the modeling errors when the controller parameters are well tuned. However, there is no systematic method to tune the controller parameters and, therefore, the feedback controller does not guarantee an exact output tracking. When the characteristics of RTP dynamics change in online environments, the controller parameters should be retuned manually.
In this paper, we propose a learning approach of RTP temperature control to achieve an accurate output tracking even with modeling error. The learning approach can adapt itself to the change of RTP dynamics in an on-line environment. As for the learning control, we adopt an iterative learning control (ILC) [8] - [10] which is useful for a repetitive operation over a fixed time interval, like RTP. To achieve exact tracking, the learning gain in the input update law should satisfy sufficient condition [11] . To estimate the learning gain, this paper presents an approach using neural networks when exact information on the RTP dynamics are unknown. In addition, we introduce a feedforward neuro controller (FNC) to accumulate control information obtained by the ILC. The ILC cannot be applied to the case of various reference profiles, because the input obtained by the ILC is of no use when the desired profile changes. In fact, flexible manufacturing in semiconductor wafer fabrication processes requires the RTP to handle various temperature profiles, since the RTP processes several jobs in one chamber. The present FNC offers the generalization for the various reference profiles. Furthermore, the convergence of the iterative learning law can be proven even when the FNC is introduced (see Theorem III-2). Through numerical simulations, the present control method is applied to wafer temperature control for the ring type RTP model developed at Stanford University [2] to demonstrate its usefulness. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, RTP structure and mathematical thermal model is introduced. Section III presents an iterative learning control scheme and the method to estimate the learning gain using neural networks. Also, it describes a feedforward neuro controller. Section IV gives numerical simulations for temperature control of RTP and Section V offers the conclusion. 
II. RTP STRUCTURE AND MODELING
A. Structure of RTP
There are many structures for an RTP system according to its lamp configurations [3] , [6] , [12] , [13] , number of chambers, sensing method [14] , [15] , etc. Fig. 1 shows a generic structure of an RTP system. At the top of the chamber, there are lamps shining through a transparent window. The wafer being processed is positioned in the middle of the chamber. There are temperature sensors at the bottom of the chamber. The chamber separates the inner part, which contains the wafer and the gas, and the outer part.
The RTP system under consideration, developed at Stanford University [2] , has a three-ringed circular symmetric lamp configuration with independent control of power to each ring (see Fig. 2 ). Temperature is sensed at three locations across the wafer, that is at the center, the middle, and the outer positions. The overall system is thus a three-input three-output system.
B. Model Equation of RTP
This section presents a mathematical thermal model for axisymmetric RTP systems [1] , [2] , which is the approximation to the heat equation in cylindrical coordinates. The wafer is partitioned into concentric elements, one cylindrical and the others annular. The temperature of all the wafer elements is assumed to be equal. Then the net heat flow acquired by each wafer element is the sum of the radiation heat emitted by the wafer, the radiation heat absorbed by the wafer, the conduction heat, the convection heat, and the disturbance heat. The model equation can therefore be written as where , , and are the heat and the temperature of th element of the wafer, respectively . means . is the lamp power vector. represents the heat from the chamber wall and is the term that compensates the modeling error.
is the temperature of the gas surrounding the wafer. Further, the constants , , and , determined according to the RTP system structure, describe the radiative, conductive, and convective heat transfers, respectively, between the elements of the wafer or between the wafer and the surrounding gas. The constant is determined by the lamp configuration. Finally, is determined by the mass and the specific heat of he th element of the wafer. From (1) and (2), we can obtain one ordinary differential equation, i.e., . . .
(3)
Consider the temperature as state as well as output and the lamp power as input . Then, (3) can be written again in an affine nonlinear form as (4) where . . .
III. NEURAL-BASED ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL SCHEME
A. Overall Scheme
We propose a learning control system composed of a learning gain estimator (LGE) and three controllers: a feedback controller (FBC), an iterative learning controller (ILC), and a feedforward neuro controller (FNC) as depicted in Fig. 3 . The LGE estimates the learning gain of the iterative learning law from the input-output data when exact information on the system dynamics are unknown. The FBC improves the system output tracking at the initial stage before the learning process begins, but may not achieve exact tracking to the desired output. The ILC makes the system output trajectory converge exactly to the desired trajectory using an iterative learning strategy. After iterative learning, the control information obtained are accumulated by training the FNC to generalize the tracking of any trajectory.
The control input to the system in the th iterative learning stage is presented as (5) where , and are the inputs generated by FNC, ILC, and FBC, respectively. The overall design procedure of the proposed control system is as follows.
1) If possible, design a feedback controller based on a known information about the system. Any kind of feedback controller design method can be applied to this system by utilizing the known information of the system. However, the feedback controller is not essential since the RTP is originally stable (output is bounded) and improves the system output tracking just at the initial stage before the learning process begins. Hence, a simple PID-type feedback controller would be enough for this purpose. The gains of the PID controller are usually tuned heuristically in the actual industries. 2) Identify the system using neural networks by the training data set covering the state domain depending on a given desired trajectory. From the identified system, estimate the learning gain of the iterative learning law. The detailed procedure will be explained in the next section. If the control informatoin are transferred perfectly, the new must be zero. But due to a training error in the FNC training, small untransferred control information should be kept in the ILC. As a result, the actual control input does not change even after training the FNC. We do not need to perform this step at every iteration. 6) Repeat the procedure from step 4 until the output error for becomes smaller than the predefined error. 7) If the desired trajectory changes, repeat the procedure from step 3.
B. Estimation of Learning Gain
In the RTP system described by (4), we assume that the mapping : :
, and are smooth. Here we state the definition of the Lie derivative and relative degree [16] . The Lie derivative is defined by the derivative of a scalar function along a vector field , i.e., as shown.
where . The th Lie derivative of along is denoted by . The denotes the Lie derivative of along the vector field of . Then a nonlinear system in the form of (4) 
is nonsingular at . The derivatives of the system outputs up to their relative degrees yield as shown in (9) at the bottom of the page. Using the decoupling matrix defined in (8), the th row of (9) is expressed by (10) where indicates the th row of . We assume the following property: Assumption III.1: There are no leftover dynamics (zero dynamics) that are not observable at the output, i.e., Remark III.1: It has been found that there are practical systems satisfying Assumption III.1, for instance, two link robot manipulator [11] and the RTP considered in this paper [2] .
From Assumption III.1, there exists a mapping from to [16] , i.e.,
Then, (10) can be described as follows: (12) where
From (14), defining leads to (15) Before estimating the learning gain, we first identify the system given by (12) . To identify (12), should be available. Unfortunately, includes high-order derivatives of outputs up to their relative degrees. In practice, these derivatives are usually calculated from the sampled output measurements by using an approximating formula such as the Euler method: (16) where denotes and is the sampling period. This might amplify the influence of the measurement noise, which leads to a largely erroneous value of the high-order derivative. For practical purposes, we present an identification method based on the sampled data system. Since the sampled data system uses the measured output data directly, the used regression variables include only the measurement noise that are not amplified.
To approximate (12) into a sampled data system, we replace the th derivative of in (12) 
By replacing in (12) by in (16) , the sampled data system is obtained as follows: (19) where (20) To approximate the sampled input-output (19), any kind of neural networks can be used. In this paper, we have used piecewise linear approximation network (PLAN) with self-organizing training method [17] . PLAN has the appropriate structure to approximate the affine nonlinear system. Its computational complexity is much smaller than that of a multilayer feedforward neural network and its training speed is very fast.
The th output approximated by the PLAN is represented as follows: (21) where is the approximated function of and is the approximated function of the th element of .
Hence, from (15) and (20), the th row of the decoupling matrix is approximated by The convergence characteristics using the estimated learning gain (24) will be discussed in the next section.
C. Iterative Learning Control with FNC
In [11] , an iterative learning law was presented for the system described by (4) with feedback controller: (25) where and are the controller state, the feedback control portion, the feedforward control portion, and the actual control input, respectively, and . The learning law is given by Proof: See [11] . In this paper, considering Assumption III.1, the input update law for the ILC is modified as (29) where and denote the iterative learning control portion at th iteration and th iteration, respectively, and indicates the feedback control portion at th iteration, whereas is the estimated learning gain given by (24). After updating the input for the duration of , the updated control information is transferred to the FNC. According to Assumption III.2. there exists a unique input sequence for a given desired trajectory. The desired state can be completely characterized by the vector composed of the desired output and its derivatives to relative degrees, i.e., The FNC is trained until (32) where is a predefined small value considering the inherent approximation capability of the neural network. Then the new is replaced by the residual value, i.e.,
Owing to (33), the feedforward control portion does not change even after training the FNC. Hence, the tracking performance is maintained when there is a training error in the FNC. We do not need to repeat the training of the FNC at every iteration. By virtue of the FNC, the generalization to untrained reference trajectories is achieved in contrast to the pure iterative learning control.
The convergence property for the present iterative learning control law with the LGE and the FNC is given by Theorem III.2.
Theorem III.2: Consider the feedback control system (4) with the FBC (25), the FNC (30), and the ILC with the input update law given by (29) This implies that the small training error leads to the satisfaction of the convergence condition as well as the fast convergence. However, it does not mean that the estimated learning gain guarantees a convergence because we can not check the condition when is unknown. We only expect that the estimated learning gain will be better than a guess from the unknown system. The practical applicability of this method will be demonstrated through numerical simulations in the next section.
IV. SIMULATION
In the normal process of RTP, there is a need for the temperature to be maintained between C and C and the ramp-up rate between C/s and C/s. We therefore select the reference trajectory as shown in Fig. 4 . It is the same reference trajectory as that of [2] .
As stated in Section II, the RTP system used here is a threeinput, three-output system. The inputs are three independent lamp powers and the outputs are wafer temperatures. The lamps are ring type and their maximum powers are 2 kW, 10 kW, and 35 kW, respectively, from center to outer. We assume that we can measure the temperature at three locations over a wafer, i.e., at the center, the middle, and the outer positions. The wafer diameter is 100.8 mm (four inches) and the thickness is 0.675 mm. The density of Si is taken to be 2330 kgm . The top, bottom, and edge surfaces of the wafer are assumed to be gray and diffusely reflecting with a total emissivity of 0.6 and the wafer is assumed to be opaque. The inner side of the chamber is also axisymmetric and is coaxial with the wafer. The inner diameter of the chamber is 260 mm, the distance from chamber floor to chamber ceiling is 150 mm, and the distance from the wafer bottom to the chamber floor is 100 mm. The inner wall of the chamber is modeled as a gray, diffuse, opaque surface with an emissivity of 0.5, with the exception of special zones in the chamber ceiling. These special zones are three lamps, modeled as diffuse, black surfaces. The remainder of the chamber's inner surface is assumed to maintain a temperature of 300 K at all times. The relative degrees are all one from (4) and equal to the system degree.
A proportional feedback controller with gain is roughly designed by (40)
The diagonal components of are determined by considering the maximum powers of the lamps. Fig. 5 shows the result at the outer position of the wafer when applying the proposed method without the FNC. At other positions of the wafer, the overall trend of temperature is very similar to that at the outer position, but the real error is smaller. The Fig. 5 , we can find that the output errors decrease rapidly through iterations when using the learning gain estimated by the PLAN. If we use an arbitrary learning gain, we cannot guarantee that the errors will converge to zero. Therefore the estimated learning gain can be used to control the RTP system efficiently. Next, we verify the usefulness of the FNC. Fig. 6 shows ten different reference trajectories. Each trajectory is trained by the ILC and the control informations obtained by the ILC is transferred to the FNC. Fig. 7 shows the result when applying the proposed method with the FNC trained above, for the reference trajectory given in Fig. 4 . As we can see from Fig. 7 , the initial error with the trained FNC is greatly reduced compared to those without it. This means that the FNC has the ability to generalize, i.e., to remember previously trained control informations. Because of the reduced initial error, the proposed method requires smaller iterations for convergence to the desired trajectory than does pure iterative control. Fig. 8 shows the initial error difference by the stored control informations of the FNC, i.e., no trajectory information stored case, 5-trajectory information stored case, and 10-trajectory information stored case. This shows that the control performance improves, as the FNC is trained with more trajectories. Unlike pure neuro control, the proposed scheme guarantees precise output tracking by introducing an iterative learning controller in addition to the neuro controller. Another issue in RTP wafer temperature control is to maintain a uniform temperature over the whole wafer. The proposed method also shows good performance in this respect. In Table I , we summarize the largest errors and nonuniformities over parts of the trajectory, where the maximum error means , minimum error means and maximum nonuniformity means . Table II shows the results of [2] when using a linear programming method with a heuristic scheme From the above results, we canknow the overall performance of the proposed method is similar to that of [2] , which was obtained by using a mathematical model. This implies that the proposed method is satisfactory in that its performance is close to the theoretical optimal results.
Finally, we check the on-line adaptation capability of the proposed controller. For this purpose, we perturb the system parameter by 10% and apply the iterative learning control scheme with FNC to the perturbed system. Fig. 9 shows the result at the outer position of the wafer. Our method is therefore able to cope with system perturbations adequately when applied to the actual RTP system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a learning approach of wafer temperature control in the RTP system. The method was developed by using neural networks and iterative learning control schemes. The learning gain of the iterative learning control law was estimated from the input-output data using a class of neural networks, referred to as PLAN(piecewise linear approximation network). In addition, the feedforward neuro controller was introduced to accumulate the learned control information, thus allowing generalization. As for other advantages, it shows fast convergence as well as guarantees convergence to the desired temperature profile. Also it can accumulate control informations for many temperature profiles, so its generalization performance improves incrementally as learning progresses. Furthermore, since the present method can be used in on-line environments, it can adapt itself to changes of RTP dynamics even during processing.
